Middle East Electronic Security Market (2015-2021)

Description: The Middle-East electronic security market has been categorized into three segments - Video Surveillance (Analog Surveillance, IP Surveillance Systems and Software), Access Control (Card Reader, Biometric, and Others) and Intrusion Detection Systems.

In the Middle-East electronic security market, video surveillance segment grew aggressively and expected to grow further over the next six years, where IP/ network video surveillance sub-segment contributed majorly. Growing construction market, rising IT infrastructure, increasing security spending coupled with growing security concerns have driven the electronic security systems market in Middle-East.

Amongst all verticals, government & transportation sector acquired lion share in overall market revenue. Over the next six years, verticals primarily, government & transportation and commercial offices are anticipated to grow with relatively higher CAGR from 2015 to 2021.

The report thoroughly covers electronic security market by types, components, verticals and countries. The report provides an unbiased and detailed analysis of the on-going trends, opportunities/ high growth areas, market drivers which would help the stakeholders to decide and align their market strategies according to the current and future market dynamics.

Key Highlights of the Report:
- Historical data of Middle-East Electronic Security Market Revenue & Volume for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of Middle-East Electronic Security Market Revenue & Volume until 2021
- Historical data, Market Size & Forecast of Middle-East Video Surveillance Market Revenue & Volume for the Period 2010-2021
- Historical data, Market Size & Forecast of Middle-East Access Control Market Revenue & Volume for the Period 2010-2021
- Historical data, Market Size & Forecast of Middle-East Intrusion Detection Market Revenue until 2021
- Historical data, Market Size & Forecast of Turkey, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait and Other Middle-East Countries Electronic Security Market Revenue & Volume for the Period 2010-2021
- Market Size & Forecast of Middle-East Electronic Security Vertical Market Revenue until 2021
- Market Drivers and Restraints
- Market Trends
- Players Market Share
- Competitive Benchmarking
- Company Profiles
- Key Strategic Pointers

Markets Covered
The report provides the detailed analysis of the following market segments:
- Electronic Security Systems Types
  -- Access Control Systems
  -- Video Surveillance Systems
  -- Intrusion Detection Systems
- Verticals
  -- Banking and Financials
  -- Government and Transportation
  -- Retail and Logistics
  -- Commercial Offices
  -- Industrial and Manufacturing
  -- Residential
  -- Hospitality and Healthcare
  -- Education
- Countries
  -- Turkey
  -- Saudi Arabia
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